Air-Men Hosts To Akron and Ohio "U"

At Least Nine Planes To Squal On Kenyon Field

THE following invitations extended by the Kenyon College flying club to participate in the Mid-Western Flying Meet to be held at the Kenyon airport on Saturday, March 15, from 1 to 4 p.m., have been accepted by the Akron and Ohio State university flying clubs. There is a possibility that Denison and Muskingum universities may contest, thus the entries of both clubs have not been heard from.

The meet, the first to be held at a college since the tradition of flying at Kenyon, will feature competition in four events, 100 degree sport. a 300 degree sport, gliding, bomb dropping, and paper strafing.

Four Kenyon air-man will enter the air-man events. Larry Boren, associate, Margaret Boren, Roscoe and Nicklaus. It was large, the Boeing of Boeing and University, which brought to Kenyon four of the three trophies awarded at the Midland Atlantic Meet held in Philadelphia several weeks ago, that competition between the four clubs will be keenest.

On Saturday morning at 9 a.m., the ceremonies will begin, and the meet will be held.
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POLITICS BURIED

Monday night History was made at Kenyon. Not the kind of history that you will read about in text books but rather the kind of history that is music to a college students' ears, for a campus election was held without the traditional clowns in evidence on or beneath the surface. Instead of the customary candidates, there were only the hints of a planned campaign. They will hang in the rafters of the Coliseum with their arms around the pillars, their heads held high, and their voices ringing out as they decide who and what division should have an office, a nominating committee composed of three representatives from each division assembled themselves and nominated three men for each office, after which the student body voted for their choice on printed ballots.

Credit for this new procedure goes to Fritz Taylor, ex-president of the Assembly. We admit that Taylor was elected through the votes of the class of '35 but unlike most other Assembly officers he was capable and took his job as being a job with responsibility. He has not used his office in a partisan manner and at all times acted in the interest of the students. He has not tried to push this Assem, but for his efforts we believe that next year will be remembered more when he admitted before the students that in one order of business he had been wrong. It takes a big man to admit that he is.

We don't want to appear big, but we will say that we whole heartedly opposed Mr. Taylor's election last year. We now admit that we were wrong, he has been a good president and to whom we extend congratulations for doing away, at least for this year, with campus politics.

To Dave Josey, the new president, and Jack Wilmer and Howard Polkan, vice-president and secretary respectively, we offer congratulations on their election and wish them good luck for the coming year.

EXECUTIVES EXIT

The 1936-37 Executive Committee meets for the final time this year. They will banquet in the Coliseum with the B.S.T. '38 Committee. After closing the last portion of business to come before them, they will depart—having left an enviable record for any future Executive Committee.

The present committee began work with a sweeping audit of all departments to which student monies were allotted. After completion of this audit, it was decided that the Athletic funds be turned over to the undersigned of Treasurer's office. However, prior to this transfer, the allocation was reduced from seventeen dollars to sixteen dollars. By making other expenditures from this budget, it was possible to establish a Contingent Fund. It was from this fund that money became available to entertain college guests, such as visiting athletic and debate teams, guests of the student body and the purchasing of a trophy for the TKA Speech Contest.

To Dr. Bonner and Tinsch each credit goes for the success of the Executive Committee. They have directed the activities of the committee, yet leaving the actual decision in the hands of the students. Dr. Bonner stated that the present committee was one of the best with which he had ever worked and he was proud of the interest and sense of responsibility shown by the members.

PARENTS HAVE WEEK-END

There were rumors about last week pertaining to a Parents' Weekend. No one doubts but that the Senior Council had good intentions in inaugurating a holiday, but there is a definite feeling on the Hill that the Council might have best made some special plans for entertaining the parents who were successful in finding accommodations, because the weekend was meant to be a surprise to the student body is not known. Hints were let fall early last week that invitations were available. Until then no one had heard anything about Parents' Weekend; at the date of publication of the last Collegian, the Council's office was unable to give out any information. They may have been trying to keep it a secret, too, or perhaps they had not been informed on the matter by the students.

The program was not very full. High spots were probably the meal served in which few parents, back to school for a change, were interested. The noon meal in the Commons at a dollar a plate (expense met by the parents themselves). The quiet weekend was probably the parents a bit afraid of the Kenyon way. It was a good idea, but there's a feeling that it was poorly planned.

KENYON'S KROSS-WORD

horizontally
1. A newspaper writer, recently took over the position of State Fire Man-
   ager for the State of Ohio. (Expense incurred on the position of State Fire
   Manager, the State of Ohio.)

2. This was the Winter's pride as it was dis-
   patched on the incident referred to in
   Which the founder of the school as
   well as the writer of Will-
   iam Gilks McAlpine for the Demo-
   cratic Presidential nomination.

3. He was known as the State Fire
   Manager for Ohio's most
   famous statesman. He was a for-
   mer police judge of Portage
county and a trustee of Kent State
   university.


5. Also of the Ohio College

6. He is the President of Kenyon.

7. Also a well-known football
   player.

8. Also a well-known football
   player.

9. Also a well-known football
   player.

10. Also a well-known football
   player.

11. Also a well-known football
   player.

12. Also a well-known football
   player.

13. Also a well-known football
   player.

14. Also a well-known football
   player.

15. Also a well-known football
   player.

16. Also a well-known football
   player.

17. Also a well-known football
   player.

18. Also a well-known football
   player.

19. Also a well-known football
   player.

20. Also a well-known football
   player.

21. Also a well-known football
   player.

22. Also a well-known football
   player.

23. Also a well-known football
   player.

24. Also a well-known football
   player.

25. Also a well-known football
   player.

26. Also a well-known football
   player.

27. Also a well-known football
   player.

28. Also a well-known football
   player.

29. Also a well-known football
   player.

30. Also a well-known football
   player.

31. Also a well-known football
   player.

32. Also a well-known football
   player.

33. Also a well-known football
   player.

34. Also a well-known football
   player.

35. Also a well-known football
   player.

36. Also a well-known football
   player.

37. Also a well-known football
   player.

38. Also a well-known football
   player.

39. Also a well-known football
   player.

40. Also a well-known football
   player.

41. Also a well-known football
   player.

42. Also a well-known football
   player.
OBERLIN TENNIS CAPTAIN

The captain and No. 1 man on the Oberlin College Tennis team is Francis Tucker, shown here in an action pose. Tucker, a resident of Cheonan, China, is rather well known for his wily Emergent style of tennis. He also has the distinction of being the only Sozin at Oberlin who has earned three letters, the others being in soccer and swimming.

Kenyon was unable to see Tucker play yesterday, as a drizzling rain prevented the matches from being finished up. However, Oberlin will again play at Gambier on May 22 and 23, when the Conference meet will be held.

INTRAMURAL

North Hanna had a few points in the recent intramural events but managed to hold her lead in the league, and it looks more like the Phi Kappas will take the cup. West Wing and South Leonard are chasin' in on each other due to the D-eks showing in the Intramural track. North Leon and Middle Hanna are separated by one point, and the winner between the two in basketball will probably decide the league. Baseball gets under way this week and half court and rifle shooting to follow soon.

The point score to date is as follows:

North Hanna 273
South Leonard 329
West Wing 399
Middle Leonard 294
Middle Kington 262
East Wing 168
North Leonard 144
Middle Hanna 132
South Hanna 144
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GOING DOWN

For the second time this season, the Kenyon baseball team met and was defeated by Denison’s Blue Demon. The game took place last Saturday and the unfortunate outcome was a score of 14 to 1. Although the game was played on one roof, the Kenyon batters were unable to hit the ball and hit a number along the Denison pitcher. Well, struck out 11 Billions, Kowasie pitched the entire game for Kenyon and though the statistics fail to show it, he turned in a good day’s work. Wright, behind the plate, turned in his usual good work, as did Ebbe, and Darby, in the field.

The errors of the team, always a contributing factor in a Kenyon defeat, totaled up to 8. Denison’s errors amounted to but 1. Harvest rows were but 4 for Denison, to 2 for Kenyon, showing a certain amount of potential power.

OUTSTANDING for Denison was the work of Stahr, the first baseman, who made 2 hits and 10 put outs. Harp and Watkins, the centerfielder, made 5 hits, including a home run.
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Letters

The COLLEGIAN assumes no responsibility for views expressed in this column.

To The Editor of the Collegian:

Dear Sir:

I am writing this in an attempt to gain not only the attention but the action of both the student and the alumni bodies in regard to the dire necessities of the speech, debate, and dramatic departments of Kenyon College.

It is apparent to all that the facilities of these three departments are so limited as to hinder progress in these fields.

Looking specifically at the speech unit of this group, we see that there is a definite need for a phonetics laboratory, where men in this course could study the fundamental attributes of their voices and thereof improve these immensely. Likewise the classrooms are not sufficiently fitted for the proper delivery of speeches.

In regard to drama, it is needless to point out the desirability of proper play production facilities. The multitude of an effect on all the plays presented this season had to do make a small stage, poor lighting, lack of decent seating facilities.

The main criticism of debaters held here this past year is that they have virtually no place to prepare and deliver their arguments.

In this way of constructive criticism, I suggest that all these departments be housed in one building devoted solely to their use.

In the event of a new field house, Horse Hall can be put to great advantage in caring for this work.

In conclusion, may we hope for the hearty cooperation of the alumni and students, for it is only through their combined efforts that.

with a necessity can be made to.

Sincerely,

E. Dale Steffen,

AIRMEN HOSTS
(captioned from Page 13)

Compilations of
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MARGARET HUTTON middle-price and back-stop champion and famous for bowler-hatted clowns, Formerly drove a stuffed Camel while through 1933.

JUNE FAINWE MARKK
starred smoking Camel cigars. The Chicago girl's super-smoking form won her National and Olympic honors.

JOSEPHINE MCKIN
holds records in both straight and Charlie sheen-as Camel cigarette girls. Camel have been by favorite cigarette girls for 3 years now.

GEORGIA COLEMAN
made Olympic history by setting spectacular records. Camel have been by favorite cigarette girls for 4 years.

LEHORE KIGHT WINGARD
the foremost woman free-swimming champion — holds 7 world's records, is national open, Olympic and Brooklyn cigarette girl. Camel have been by favorite cigarette girl for 3 years.

DOROTHY POYNTON MILL
the perfect blonde Los Angeles beauty — the incomparable Queen of the 31-foot plant in this nation — Camel fan over a year ago.

WHAT THESE ACE MERMAIDS SAY —

Dorothy Poynton Hill speaking: "I'm always in swimming. I prefer Camel for their mildness. They never jangle my nerves. I can enjoy smoking as often as I wish. Another advantage of smoking Camels is the invigorating lift they give me when I'm tired."

Lehore Kight Wingard— one of the greatest woman athletes of our time — adds this: "I really get fun out of swimming. Hard work is part of the game. For four years I've been a Camel fan. Camels help me enjoy my food no matter how tired or strained I may be. I've found Camels do not irritate my throat."

Camels

Costlier Tobaccos

Never get on your nerves

Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCO—Turkish and Demerita— than any other popular brand.